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Bath

Spa shower delivers 
better coverage with 
less water
MOEN collaborates with Nebia, 
a Silicon Valley-based startup, to 
launch the Nebia by Moen spa show-
er. Engineered for optimal warmth, 
rinsing and body coverage, Nebia by 
Moen provides a superior shower 
experience through atomization, 
which is the process of breaking up 
water into tiny droplets. The patented 
spray technology creates the sen-
sation of more water while actually 
using 45 percent less. This means 
each water drop works harder to get 
users clean and refreshed.
Circle 23 on inquiry card

Fixtures bring free-flowing 
silhouettes to bathroom
ISENBERG offers an intriguing blend of structure and ease with the 
Serie 260 Collection, created in its design lab. The base of the faucet is 
softly curved with graceful lines inspired by flowing water, while the 
flat spout is elegant in its geometric simplicity. The overall effect pairs 
organic natural shapes with a contemporary sophistication. Serie 260 
faucets are available as single-hole or wide-spread with sleek handles 
that add interest and echo the minimalist vibe of the spout.
Circle 27 on inquiry card

Frameless shower hinges 
handle heavy glass doors
CRL, a one-stop-shop for architectural metals, 
glass fittings and professional glazing supplies, 
introduces two contemporary hinges for fra-
meless shower enclosures: the Palermo Series 
and the Scala Series. The versatile offerings 
provide innovative designs supported by robust 
construction to handle heavy glass doors. They 
offer superior quality and premium finishes—
including matte black, polished chrome, polished 
nickel, brushed nickel and brass. The hinges are 
well-suited for residential, multifamily and hos-
pitality applications.
Circle 26 on inquiry card

Collection furnishes bath 
with versatile design
DELTA FAUCET debuts the Kayra Bath 
Collection, a transitional style that adds dis-
tinctive design to any bathroom. To further 
elevate a space, the collection offers functional 
features such as a pull-down spray wand for 
easy cleaning and classic finish options. It also 
includes multi-setting H2Okinetic Technology 
and In2ition Two-in-One Shower options, allow-
ing for integrated shower head and hand shower 
functionality while controlling the speed, move-
ment and droplet size of the water to deliver the 
feeling of more water while using less.
Circle 25 on inquiry card

Drain provides finishing touch 
for variety of decor
CALIFORNIA FAUCETS infuses style into the bathroom with 
its Roxbury StyleDrain, the third of four styles by award-win-
ning Beverly Hills interior designer Christopher Grubb. Featuring 
an abstract zigzag pattern that brings a bold sense of person-
ality into the shower, Roxbury becomes a focal point. Made of 
solid brass, it has no visible or protruding screws, making the 
drain comfortable to stand on. Its durable construction also 
means the drain will not bend or give out underfoot.
Circle 24 on inquiry card
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